
Kun and Payah Kun.

By W. G. Maxwell.

Every student of pawang-lore is familiar with the terms

kun and payah kun, which most frequently occur in such

expressions as " kun kata Allah, payah kun kata Muhammad"

{kun saith Allah, payah kun saith Muhammad), but no one has

yet, so far as I am aware, discovered their meaning.

Kun presented no difficulty ; it is obviously the Arabic ^r

"let it be." But the antithetical term payah kun remained

without a solution. My father suggested that it was a corrup-

tion of the Malay word (5^ supaia —meaning" in order that,'

and in this he is followed by Skeat,* but the sense thus derived

from the sentence does not appear to be altogether satisfactory.

Another suggestion was that the word was the Arabic *£ fthi

—meaning " to him." But this, too, seemed inconclusive.

For the solution of the puzzle I am indebted to Mr. J. C.

Sugars, of the F. M. S. Civil Service. 'Payah kun is merely

a corruption of the Arabic fa yakun Oy*£ —meaning " and it

is. " The correct reading therefore is
" kun kata Allah, fa

yakun kata Muhammad"

' Let it be " saith Allah :

" and it is " saith Muhammad.)

* Skeat, Malay Magic, p. 4. Footnote.
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The words occur in the 110th verse of the second chapter

of the Koran.

Ztffta qadha amranfa innima yaqulu laliu hun fa yakun
t

(When He decreeth a matter, He doth but say unto it

' Be ;

' and it is.)

Again in the 83rd verse ^of the 36th chapter we have

Ojr** Cr ^ <J^- J %~° V ^V*' "] Innama amruku idha

arada shai'an an yaqulu lahu-hun fa yakun-

(His bidding is only, when He desireth anything, to say to

' Be ; and it is.)

The expression is thus identical with that which appears

throughout the first book of Genesis in such verses as the

following :

—

And God said, Let there be light : and there was light.

And God said, Let the waters under the heaven be

gathered together unto one place, and let the dry land appear :

and it was so.

It is probable that the sentence as we now have it was
first coined by paivangs as part of a mantra at a period when
the Malays had not long been converted to Muhammadanism.
The addition of the words " saith Muhammad," though

doubtless partly due to ignorance of the meaning of the foreign

words and partly to the national love of an antithesis, appears

also to be partly due to the zeal of a convert. And, it is

interesting to note, not only is the addition of the two words

wholly unnecessary, but the expression " and it is, saith

Huhammad" would appear to a strict Muhammadan to be

of very doubtful orthodoxy.
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